
WHAT DOES PENNY WISE – POUND FOOLISH MEAN?

Self acclaimed “do-it-yourselfers” who do their own
home renos could possibly fall into this category of
people who go to great lengths to save money but
instead lose more than what they were initially
trying to pocket. These people tend to lose sight of
the big picture.

Certainly we are not talking about professional
home renovators or those that are fortunate
enough to have all the talents of a carpenter,
electrician and plumber all rolled into one. Rather,
we are talking about the Weekend Work Warrior.

This is a person who sees the weekend as the
opportune time to bring out their paint brush and
hammer to do those pesky household tasks that
need doing. Taking on work that never quite gets
finished or ending up with an unprofessional look is
just not good math no matter how you add it up but
there are plenty of homeowners who fit into this
picture. These homeowners have good intentions
but lack that final push in the home stretch when it
comes to the finishing touches. A reno that looks
amateurish will certainly do damage to the home’s
bottom line when it sells as people do not want to
pay top dollar for a home that looks piecemeal at
best.

REALTORS® often get an earful from unimpressed
buyers who experience first hand some
homeowner’s efforts at imitating HGTV’s, Mike
Holmes. Most people know that if they can’t ride a
horse then they shouldn’t get in the saddle but
Weekend Work Warriors seem to think their work is
above reproach. It isn’t.

So, how many novice workmen are out there? Well,
according to a 2006 survey done by CMHC, 25.3%
of 4000 Vancouver households are planning on
remodeling their homes themselves or with the
help of friends and family. Obviously, there will be
some of these that have star talent when it comes
to brandishing their hammer but it is the others that
can be worrisome. What do we mean?

Well, we all know that some homeowners try to
economize by using inferior or cheaper building
materials and some are just not handymen. That’s
a given. However and more importantly, what many
don’t know, is that some also avoid obtaining the
proper Municipal permits to save on costs. There
are dangers to taking this route. Nowadays, permits
and inspections are very important for safety and
health reasons as well as insurance coverage.

Permits can be needed for an alteration or addition
to a home or garage and electrical, plumbing,
drainage and gas requirements also require one.
So, if you are wanting an in-ground pool,
excavating a basement or adding features such as
dormers, lofts, decks or balconies you should
investigate what your
obligations are.
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WORDS FROM THE HEART

There are two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as
though everything is a miracle. Albert Einstein

It is good to be children sometimes, and never better than at Christmas when its mighty
founder was a child himself. Charles Dickens

Christmas waves a magic wand over this world, and behold, everything is softer and more
beautiful. Norman Vincent Peale

Christmas is not a time nor a season, but a state of mind. To cherish peace and goodwill,
to be plenteous in mercy, is to have the real spirit of Christmas. Calvin Coolidge

Every time we love, every time we give, it’s Christmas. Dale Evans

Blessed is the season which engages the whole world in a conspiracy of love.
Hamilton Wright Mabie

Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He exists as certainly as
love and generosity and devotion exists, and you know that
they abound and give to your life its highest beauty and joy.

Editorial in the New York Sun, 1897, responding to a letter from eight year
old, Virginia O’Hanlon and written by Charles Dana.
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When you do sell your home, your REALTOR® will be asking you to fill out and sign a
Property Disclosure Statement which is a written record of representations made by the
seller regarding their home and property.

When incorporated into the purchase contract, this disclosure is binding on the seller.
One of the questions posed to the seller is whether or not there were any additions or
alterations made without a permit.

Having to answer “yes” to this question is a thorny issue at best. Complex problems could arise such as will the Municipal
authorities want your lovely new addition torn down? Is your house insurance now rendered void? Courts of Law see the
lack of building permits as a material latent defect and the homeowner can be held liable for repair costs no matter how
extraordinary they are.

So, to all the Weekend Work Warriors who want to net maximum dollar for their palace – do it proper and do it right!
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